THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF CATHODES
for the Tankhouse Industry

Caïd Industries has been performing work for the mining industry for more than 40 years, and has been designing and manufacturing cathodes since 1973. We are currently one of the largest suppliers of cathodes for the SXEW and Electro-Refining industries.

CAID Cathodes are:
• No. 1 in electrical efficiency
• No. 1 in repairability with over 1.5 million in service worldwide
• Certified ISO 9001-2000 facility with 50,000 sq.ft. dedicated to cathode manufacturing

Once the CAID Mine Technology Group is engaged by a client to supply CAID Cathodes, they then will also assist you in creating a cathode maintenance program that assures maximum life, the highest Electrical efficiency and greatest return on investment. We provide on-site evaluations around the world as well as a complete analysis of your cathode condition: sheet straightness and condition, bar flatness and condition, weld condition and conductivity testing, at our facility in Tucson, Arizona.
- New Cathodes: Titanium, Stainless Steel, Aluminum, Copper and Exotic Alloys.
- Hollow bar conversion to solid copper bar for 50% savings of replacement cost.
- CAID can ship our cathodes Worldwide.
- CAID Cathodes are designed to have the ultimate repairability and re-use of material.
- Engineering and Metallurgical Lab Support.